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Testimonials for Susan’s work 

 
"Her presentation covered everything she has done and was so intense it was like getting decades 

of knowledge in two hours. We were dazzled. It was as if Kwan Yin the goddess of wisdom was 

teaching. The energy level was “through the roof”. 
                                  Excerpt from a review of Susan's presentation to the Canadian Society of Questers 

https://questers.ca/susan-collins-2/ 

 

“Susan Collins is not only a master dowser and brilliant teacher she is also a very generous 

author. Her books are filled with information that will invite you to refer to them again and 

again, as I have. I highly recommend Susan, either for an individual consultation, a class or one 

of her many information-packed books. You will be glad you 

did.”                                                      Gale West, author of Money, Come Dance With Me  

www.successwithsoul.com 

                                                                                           

"A brilliant teacher of Dowsing! Susan has authored many books on dowsing and has taught it 

for years. Her teaching and writing style is consistent, eloquent and very clear for all new or 

master dowsers. She does it all seamlessly with ease and grace. And her greatest joy, one can 

easily see, is in the sharing and teaching of her dowsing skills for all to empower themselves."  
                                                                    Teresa Palamar, Past President, Canadian Society of Dowsers 

 

Susan “started her career as a dowser after she had cured her long-standing illness with Dowsing 

Techniques. Advanced dowsing skills and a bright and caring personality are loved and respected 

by many. She developed her own space energy cleansing technique as well as human healing.” 
                                                                                   Nobuo Kato, Founder Japanese Society of Dowsing 

http://dowsing.jp/book002.html 

 

“I have been privileged to attend Susan’s workshops over many years. She has helped me to be 

aware of another world, one in which trusted Guides are willing and able to help us. Her teaching 

and the sharing of her knowledge through scholarly lectures and publications has benefitted 

people all over the world.”  
Sally Blaney, Retired Public Health Nurse and Therapeutic Touch Practitioner 

Cofounder Hospice King, Wise Woman 

 

 

“I have been a dowser for many years, and used dowsing for many things, but it was not until I 

was diagnosed that I learned how effective it can be for removing the nonbeneficial side-effects 

of treatments and for enhancing the healing process. I believe that working with Susan and using 

her methods has helped me to heal faster.” 
                                                                                                 Nancy Winter-Hay, Reiki Master, Survivor 

 

 

 


